HISTORY of the CHURCH

Historical research involves looking at lot of documents, photographs, drawings and
plans to try and work out exactly what happened over time. It’s not an exact process
as it’s not that easy to separate the fact from the fiction. Exactly the same as it is now
with the internet, not everything on it is true!
Heritage Interpretation is about looking at the evidence and making it accessible to
people in a way they will understand. It may result in a guide book, information board,
film or piece of art.
YOUR TASK
Create a guidebook for All Saints Church using the information provided and anything
else you can find on the internet.
It must contain:
A MAP/PLAN
PICTURES OF KEY FEATURES
A SHORT HISTORY OF THE CHURCH
Below is a copy of the guidebook from Polesworth Abbey.

This is called a tri-fold leaflet
because it folds into three
sections.
You can design yours any
way you like.

Existing Information on All Saints Church

The History of Alrewas Church

In 632 A.D., St. Chad died, after having united and pacified the warring tribes of Anglo-Saxons and
Britons in this area, then the Kingdom of Mercia. For the next 150 years, the See of Lichfield extended its influence through the wild forests and fertile valleys of central England, and in 822 A.D. Bishop Aethelwald decided to make his influence stronger by increasing the Cathedral establishment.
Prebends were instituted at surrounding Manors, each the centre of a small group of villages. Alrewas, as an old established community was one of those chosen, the others being Freeford, Weeford,
Longdon ad Colwich. It is possible that this first Church built about 822 A.D. was a wooden building,
with a reed thatched roof, in keeping with the primitive homes that surrounded it. Simple as it may
have been, its effect and influence on the fishing and farming communities must have been great indeed, for from this time onwards, the driving and controlling force of the village was the Church. The
name Alrewas is derived from two Anglo Saxon words Alr meaning alder, and Waesec – a swamp or
fen. The village in its history been controlled ad dominated by the will of a resident feudal lord; it did
not rely on the shelter and protection of a castle or manor house; it survived, a quiet backwater in
the swift and changing currents of national life, through the sturdy independence of its people and
the quiet influence of the Church. Its ideal position satisfied all the requirements of a primitive community. It had a river for water, fish, transport and power, it had lush meadows and light level land
above flood level, and surrounding it were the forests of Needwood, Cank, Hopwas and Bentley,
which provided timber for building, fuel for their fires, food for their swine, and isolation from local
and national disturbance.
The Church was sited at the crossing of two ancient tracks. The first of these was the Salters Way,
along which pack horses carried the salt from Stafford and Cheshire, via Kings Bromley and Orgreave to the South East, crossing the Tame at or near Salters Bridge along the Croxall Road. The
second track from Lichfield to the Northeast, had taken the place of the Roman Rykneld Street,
which ran from Letocetum (Wall) through Alrewas and Wychnor. This ancient road had probably
sunk into the marshes in places, and its bridges had long since decayed, and the newer track followed the higher ground fording the river at Wychnor, probably at the place where the canal weir
was built centuries later. Along it had grown a line of villages, all off the Roman road but parallel
to it, Curborough, Fradley, Alrewas, Wychnor Barton and Tatenhill. There is still a line of footpaths
following this track which can be followed as a gravelled road beneath the turf of Walkfield. At the
crossing of these two tracks then, the first Church stood eleven hundred years ago commanding the
forded river valley, and around it clustered the rude huts of the labouring peasants.
In 1143, Pope Celestine II confirmed “the donation of the churches of Alrewas and Kings Bromley,
together with the townships of Cannock and Rugeley with their churches and appurtenances in the
diocese, to the Bishop of Coventry and Lichfield, and that no one shall dare to impede or contradict
the same, under danger of incurring the indignation of the Almighty and his blessed Apostles St.
Peter and St. Paul. Dated December, the first year of the Papacy.”
In 1204, Alrewas manor was given to Sir Rodger de Somerville, the third Baron of Wychnor, the ruins
of whose moated manor lie buried beneath the meadows just beyond the canal weir. It is possible
that the lower fabric of the church was existent at this time, for in 1195 there had been an archiepiscopal confirmation. In the tenure rolls we find a document stating: “King John gave the church of
Alrewas to Henry, son of the Justice, who held it till the Pope plundered it of its revenues, after which
the King gave it to a certain Roman at whose death Roger de Wesham, then Bishop of Chester, gave
it to Thomas de Ferres, but by what warrant was not not known.
The church as it stands today, though repaired, altered and enlarged still retains in its appearance
the rugged qualities of the sturdy people who fashioned it, and who now lie buried beneath its shadows. It is no poem in stone like our famous cathedrals, but it is an accumulation of the efforts of succeeding generations of humble folk to renew, extend and improve the labours of their predecessors.

The Tower, squat, thick and strong, and the nave with its massive walls were probably built in the
12th Century. The west doorway of the tower is extremely old and is in the early Norman undecorated style. Soon afterwards, possibly by the Somervilles, the chancel was built, steeply roofed and dimly lit through its small windows, and interesting feature of the chancel is the small loo side window
on the North side. Some think it may have been a leper window, through which these unfortunate
outcasts could receive food and alms as they hobbled on their lonely journey to the leper hospital at
Freeford, or from which the priest could examine them if they became clean. It is most likely however, that from the window, which faced the clustered huts of the main village at Mill End, a small
bell was rung, and through the small opening the summoned peasantry were shown the Host of the
High Mass, thus giving them a glimpse through the curtain of mysticism which surrounded the Old
Faith.
In pre Reformation days (before 1547) the churches and particularly the chancels, were ornately
furnished, and the walls covered with plaster decorated with mural paintings of religious subjects.
About 1550, during the reign of Edward VI, when Roman Catholicism was being replaced by the
Reformed Church of England, visitors were sent round with royal authority, to see that the new
reforms of Church doctrines were carried out, and to supervise the removal of or destruction of and
outward forms of “idolatry” in church decoration, which might suggest sympathy with the Old Faith.
Many of these richest and most artistic furnishings were removed, and the mural paintings were
hidden under thick layers of lime wash. In the closing years of the 19th Century, when repairs and
alterations were in progress, most of the plaster in the chancel had been removed before these long
hidden paintings were noticed by the workmen. Work was stopped, but the damage had been done,
and all that was left was a fragment of the whole. The surviving piece shows a bishop carrying out a
confirmation, with a clerical musician blowing a long trumpet in the background, and for many years
could be seen in a protecting case on the north wall of the chancel.
The roofs of the nave and south aisle are of the 15th Century, and provide an interesting example
of the mediaeval craftsmanship of the early woodcarvers , for the bosses on the rafters are carved
, some into crude fantastic faces , and others into writhing animals and floral designs. Both roofs
have been raised above the steep angle of the originals, which gives some idea of the great age of
the lower walls.
The end of the 19th century saw great changes in the appearance of the church. In 1891 the north
wall was removed and the new aisle added, and at the same time the roof of the chancel was raised,
and the chimneys were removed from what had been the private chapel of the Turtons (now the
vicar’s vestry). The floor was recovered and new seating accommodation installed. In 1866 the porch
was built in memory of Hannah Stephen Hazelhurst, over the grave of Mathias Langley, who died in
1728, after having been vicar here for twenty years. 1886 saw the tower restored and altered, and
the ringing floor was lowered about two feet and the present choir vestry made beneath it. About
250 years ago this space was called the “Little Chancel” and was occupied during services by the
“maids”, though whether pretty, old, or in service is not stated. In the following year, the clock on the
eat face of the tower was added for Victoria’s jubilee, as a useful addition to cater for the South eastward spread of the village. The original time keeper had been the huge sundial which still marks the
changing shadows on the wall above the porch, though the numbers have been obliterated by the
time they were designed to show. In 1704 the old clock was installed as the following extracts from
the Parish Accounts show.

At the back of the church and on a level with the ringing floor, there was a gallery with steps, which
were let into the West wall leading up to it. It was used by the musicians, who with their instruments
provided the music before the days of harmoniums and organs, later it was used to accommodate
the children who were kept in order by the attendant beadle and his long and ready staff, the constable too, added his authority, as an entry for 1776 in the accounts book states.

“The expense of shirshing the public in church time --two shillings and six pence.” The sockets for
the stairs and supporting beams of this gallery can still be easily traced in the back wall, near to the
Charities board. This board gives details of gifts and charities to be given to the poor of the Parish,
and at one time was fixed to the south wall. In 1699 we read in the accounts:“Paid to ye painter for setting up a writing in the church of ye gifts to ye poore ten shillings.”
The Poor Box which stands near the South door. Is rather unique, being cut from solis timber and
bearing the carved words “Remember the Poor 1710”.
The outside of the Tower door is inscribed T.W. R.M. J.B. 1627. The initials being inscribed in an intricate patter of parallel lines forming lozenge shapes. These men were Thomas Worley, Richard Marshall and John Browne, officials of the church at that time, and their memory has been perpetuated
through 324 years of weathering.
It is strange that there are so few memorials in so old a church, yet those of the Turton family in the
Vicar’s vestry provide a link with the past. In 1856, Sir Phillip de Somerville, Lord of Wychnor died,
leaving no male issue, and the many estates he possessed passed along with Joan Somerville into
the hands of Sir Rees ap Griffith, and the beginnings of the 17th century saw the manors pass again
by marriage into, to Sir Mathew Boynton. In 1660, his son, Sir Francis Boynton sold the manor of
Alrewas to William Turton for £3130. This new Lord of the manor was the son of John Turton of Alrewas, who was agent to several landlords of surrounding estates. It is possible that this John Turton’s
rise to prosperity came during the Civil War, when many Royalists sold land and plate cheaply, and
borrowed at a high rate of interest to maintain their followers in the King’s army.
Sir William Turton built himself a handsome Manor House at what is now the Manor Farm occupied
by Mr. John Mallaber, with a fine avenue of chestnut trees across part of what is now Walkfield. In
1752 John Turton sold the manor to Lord Anson, the celebrated naval Commander and circumnavigator of the globe, from whom it descended to the present Earl of Lichfield.
The Turtons furnished their chapel and the family occupied pews in the chancel, and their memorials and achievements can be easily read without having them quoted here. On the outside of the
South wall is a memorial to john Kirkland, who died in 1729 after serving the Turtons for 67 years.
The installation of the present organ in 1882, at a cost of £383 closed the arch which joined their
small chapel to the chancel.
Along the outside of the South wall (near the porch) can be found many old and deep grooves,
which have obviously been made by the sharpening of steel. Now it is impossible to sharpen a knife
blade or a scythe on a flat wall, only points can be sharpened on such a plane. The field running
from the Main Street to the canal (Mr. T Houghton’s) is still called Butts Croft, and is very likely that
the grooves were made by the men and youths of the village, who were compelled by law to practice
archery, the church wall provided a convenient stone surface for sharpening arrow heads.
The Tower, though a massive buttressed structure, and held together with steel tie-bars, shakes at
the swinging of the eight bells, which with their fittings weigh upwards of ten tons. All of these bells
carry their original inscriptions.
1.
Treble -- W.A. Webb, Vicar. H.A. Kent Clerk. 1922
2.
2nd Bell— H.W. Brerley, G.H. Lord, Churchwardens. 1922
3.
3rd Bell -- God save His Church 1711. Recast 1922
4.
4th Bell -- John Yeld – Clarke ---1711. Recast 1922
5.
5th Bell--- Joseph Smith in Edgebaston made me in 1711. Recast 1922
6.
6th Bell---Mr. Mathias Langley, Vicar. John Kirkland ad William Staley & Henry Kent, Churchwardens 1711. Recast 1922
7.
7th Bell --- My mournful sound doth warning give that heave me cannot always live. 1711. Recast 1922
8.
Tenor ----J. Taylor & Co., Loughborough, Bellfounders.
W. Inge, Vicar. Edwin Sellick, Jos. Reynolds, Churchwardens 1876. I was given by William

Tomas in his 45th year of being Parish clerk. Tenor bell recast by consent of next of kin A Byrne, his
niece.

In March 1891, in response to an application by the Vicar, the Rev William Alfred Webb, and the
Churchwardens, William Eggleston, Joseph Reynolds and Edwin Houghton, the then Bishop of Lichfield granted a faculty to take down the north wall to build a new aisle with seats; to remove the
font to the west end of the aisle, to erect a screen in the position it formerly occupied, and to erect a
lychgate at the entrance of the churchyard.
It further provided for the removal of “the present pew seats and sitting places” and generally restore the said Church. Mr Basil Champney designed the alterations and the work was brought to
completion by Messrs. Robert Bridgman and Sons of Lichfield. The new aisle considerably improved
the Church. Before it had appeared somewhat unsightly and unsymmetrical. The total cost of the
work was £1,600, and £1,525 of this was given by Mr Webb and various members of his family.
The new aisle was opened and dedicated in 1892 by the Bishop of Shrewsbury who preached from
Hebrews xi verse 4; “Who being dead yet speaketh.” The processional cross was the gift of Mr. C.W.
Upton of Orgreave and it was carried on this occasion. The chapel and the altar in the north aisle
form a not unworthy memorial to those who laid down their lives in the Great War, 1914-1918. The
memorial cost about £170, and the sum required was raised by Rev E. Burford (Vicar 1923-9). The
chapel and the altar were dedicated by the Right Reverend J. H. Kempthorne, DD., Bishop of Lichfield
on Ascension Day 1928, when a special illuminated copy of the Dedication Service was handed to his
Lordship.
The east window is a memorial to the late Rev. William J. Webb, MA., father of Rev. William Alfred
Webb, and the cost was defrayed by public subscription.
In the 1970s concern was again being expressed over the fabric of the church, with death watch
beetle attacking the roof and dry rot affecting the floor under the organ. At the same time ideas
were being floated about the way that the chancel screen had the effect of separating the choir and
the altar from the rest of the church. In addition the way that the introduction of the 18th and 19th
century pews had restricted the usefulness of the church as a village meeting place. In 1977 work
was done on the roof of the south aisle to proof against the beetles, and to replace lead on the roof
where there had been leaks. At the same time it was discovered that the chandelier lighting was
in such a degraded condition that it constituted risks of fire and detachment from the arches. The
chandeliers were replace by spotlights mounted so that they would have a minimum impact on the
mediaeval aspect of the building. The organ was dismantled and the floor underneath which had
crumbled with dry rot was removed. The reason for the dry rot was that the wooden floor had been
placed directly on the earth, so a concrete floor was put in place before the rebuild of the organ by
Hawkins of Walsall. The concreting was done by church members to reduce the cost of the work;
in the preparation of the ground for the concreting skeletal remains were disturbed and they were
reburied with the Vicar John Colston conducting a re-internment rite. Presumably these belonged to
the Turtons as this had been their chapel.
In late 1977 a faculty was applied for to enable further reordering of the church. This proposed the
moving of the choir screen and the removal of four long pews from the rear of the south aisle to
form a meeting and display area. The work was again largely carried out by church members. The
screen was found to fit almost exactly the width of the south aisle and provided the backing for what
became St Chad’s Chapel with a statue of St Chad carved by Ken Taylor. The removal of the pews
also required alterations to the central heating, carried out by John Newall and Roger Hailwood. The
area was completed by the carpeting of the floor and the construction a small refreshments servery.
With the removal of the choir screen the unprepossessing vicars and readers seats were replace by

two elegant seats which came from the closing of the Lichfield Theological College in the Cathedral
Close. Outside the churchyard had been landscaped in 1975, some later gravestones were left in
position at the request of family members while those that were removed were placed along the
boundary of the churchyard so as to preserve the information that they contained.
Since 1996 a rolling programme of restoration and improvement work has taken place, involving
the restoration of the Lych Gate, the removal of pews from the south aisle, where the font has been
repositioned and chairs have provided the seating on a carpeted floor. At the same time, the construction of a new refreshment facility at the rear of the north aisle and storage space much more in
keeping with the fabric of the church. The most recent improvement in 2017 has been the removal
of some of the pew seating along the wall of the north aisle, which has been carpeted and provided
with chairs; and the Lady Chapel has been altered from its Victorian aspect to a setting which complements the modern treatment of the north aisle.
Undoubtedly in the future there will be further work done to the church not only to maintain its fabric, but also to make it correspond to the requirements of the times.

Teacher’s Notes
Aims:

1. To undertake historical research using provided information.
2. Use the internet to undertake additional research.
3. T create a guidebook fro St Ediths Church based upon their own design.

Target group(s):
Upper Key Stage Two

Resources:

• Information sheets.
• Examples of guidebooks from other churches (and possibly other types of historical buildings)
• A4 paper and colouring materials.
• Camera/iPads for taking photographs.

Activity outline:

1. There is very little varied documentation about St Ediths and limited amounts on
the internet.
2. This document contains a lot of written information which should be studied and
refined.
3. Children could work in groups.
4. Guidebooks can be hand drawn & written or completed on a computer.

National Curriculum
English:

Plan their writing by:
Identifying the audience for and purpose of the writing, selecting the appropriate
form and using other similar writing as models for their own
Noting and developing initial ideas, drawing on reading and research where
necessary.
Draft and write by:
Selecting appropriate grammar and vocabulary, understanding how such choices can
change and enhance meaning.
Using further organisational and presentational devices to structure text and to guide
the reader [for example, headings, bullet points, underlining].
Proposing changes to vocabulary, grammar and punctuation to enhance effects and
clarify meaning
Proof-read for spelling and punctuation errors.

History:

Understand historical concepts such as continuity and change, cause and
consequence, similarity, difference and significance, and use them to make
connections, draw contrasts, analyse trends, frame historically-valid questions and
create their own structured accounts, including written narratives and analyses
Understand the methods of historical enquiry, including how evidence is used
rigorously to make historical claims, and discern how and why contrasting arguments
and interpretations of the past have been constructed
A study over time tracing how several aspects of national history are reflected in the
locality (this can go beyond 1066)

RE:

4.6 The Church inc. The Church Year
The wider Church

Art:

To improve their mastery of art and design techniques, including drawing, painting
and sculpture with a range of materials [for example, pencil, charcoal, paint, clay].

Computing:

select, use and combine a variety of software (including internet services) on a range
of digital devices to design and create a range of programs, systems and content that
accomplish given goals.

